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Abstrat
We study numerially the deformation of sessile dieletri drops
immersed in a seond uid when submitted to the optial radiation
pressure of a ontinuous Gaussian laser wave. Both drop strething
and drop squeezing are investigated at steady state where apillary
eets balane the optial radiation pressure. A boundary integral
method is implemented to solve the axisymmetri Stokes ow in the
two uids. In the strething ase, we nd that the drop shape goes from
prolate to near-onial for inreasing optial radiation pressure what-
ever the drop to beam radius ratio and the refrative index ontrast
between the two uids. The semi-angle of the one at equilibrium de-
reases with the drop to beam radius ratio and is weakly inuened by
the index ontrast. Above a threshold value of the radiation pressure,
these optial ones beome unstable and a disruption is observed.
Conversely, when optially squeezed, the drop shifts from an oblate to
a onave shape leading to the formation of a stable optial torus.
These ndings extend the eletrohydrodynamis approah of drop de-
formation to the muh less investigated "optial domain" and reveal
the openings oered by laser waves to atively manipulate droplets at
the mirometer sale.
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1 Introdution
Sine the seminal works of Zeleny (Zeleny, 1917) and Taylor (Taylor, 1964)
on eletried jets and drops, of Pellat (Pellat, 1895) on dieletri liquid rise
between vertially oriented parallel eletrodes, or of Lippmann (Lippmann,
1875) on eletrowetting, the ontrol of uid interfaes deformation under an
applied eld has reeived an inreasing attention for the past entury. Suh a
ontrol tehnique plays a signiant role in emerging miro/nano tehnologies
with appliations as dierent as eletrospraying (Ganán-Calvo, 2004), ink-
jet printing (Baddie and de Lange, 1997), eletrospinning of polymer bres
(Hohman et al., 2001a,b), surfae relief patterning (Shäer et al., 2000),
tuneable lensing (Berge and Peseux, 2000), or mirouidis (Squires and Quake,
2005). When ating on nite volume objets suh as drops, the eletri stress
tends to elongate the uid interfae in the diretion of the eletri eld, as de-
sribed by the well-established eletrohydrostati theory (Garton and Krasuki,
1964; Taylor, 1964; Miksis, 1981; Basaran and Sriven, 1994a,b). This ap-
proah is usually relevant to the extreme situations where either both uids,
inside and outside the drop, are insulating dieletris with no free harges
present at their interfae or the drop is a onduting uid while the sur-
rounding one is insulating. For a drop with zero net eletri harge plaed in
a uniform external eletri eld, the eletrohydrostati theory predits that
the drop surfae is always deformed into a prolate spheroid. Drop defor-
mation toward an oblate spheroid was nevertheless observed in experiments
(Allen and Mason, 1962). To explain qualitatively this dierent types of
shape, Taylor proposed a theory based on the leaky dieletri model (Taylor,
1966), whih was the basis for further developments leading to the so-alled
eletrohydrodynamis (Melher and Taylor, 1969; Saville, 1997). A reent in-
vestigation of eletri deformations on uid interfaes (Shkadov and Shutov,
2002) showed that prolate and oblate shapes in the eld diretion an be ob-
tained for both drops and bubbles depending on ondutivity and dieletri
onstant ratios. A magneti eld an as well interat with uid interfaes and
form well-organized peak strutures (Rosensweig, 1997; Lange et al., 2000),
or elongate magneti droplets (Bari et al., 1982; Banerjee et al., 1999).
The quantitative desription of these deformations also opened new hori-
zons in uid metrology by giving the opportunity to haraterize, in a non-
ontat way, the mehanial properties of uid interfaes, with a partiular
attention to the interfaial tension using an eletri (Wohlhuter and Basaran,
1992; Ramos and Castellanos, 1994) or magneti (Flament et al., 1996) eld.
A new appliation domain of these eletri and magneti manifestations is
digital mirouidis, i.e. the manipulation of two-phase ows and droplets in
mirohannels (Squires and Quake, 2005) as for instane, eletri atuation
(Link et al., 2006) to manipulate owing droplets. However, in some partiu-
lar ases, the use of eletrodes or oils may beome diult, partiularly for in
situ haraterization in open environments like oeans (Cinbis and Khuri-yakub,
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1992) or for single miroobjets suh as ells (Wottawah et al., 2005). To
overome this diulty, a seond interfae deformation approah due to
radiation pressure eets, has been antiipated. For instane, it is now
well established that aousti radiation pressure an deform a uid interfae
(Cinbis et al., 1993) and even indue droplet ejetion for drop-on-demand
devies (Elrod et al., 1989; Meaham et al., 2005). Reently, with the emer-
gene of nanobiotehnologies, this strategy has been suessfully extended
to mirometer and sub-mirometer sales using optial waves. For exam-
ple, the optial deformation of soft materials in general, and of biologial
miro-objets in partiular, brought new insights on the visoelasti proper-
ties and the elastiity of red blood ells (Guk et al., 2000; Lee et al., 2001;
Guk et al., 2001). The optial radiation pressure of a laser beam foused
on a uid interfae is also known as an eient ontatless tool for fast
metrologial measurements of interfaial tension (Mitani and Sakai, 2002)
and visosity (Yoshitake et al., 2005) at a mirosopi sale, whih is parti-
ularly appealing in the diult ases of weak interfaial tensions and large
visosities. Thus, performing a detailed investigation of the deformation
of drops by the optial radiation pressure in both the linear and nonlinear
regimes of deformation, would ombine the possibility of extending the fun-
damental and applied developments of nite volume eletrohydrodynamis
to the optial domain with the advantage of bringing quantitative insights
on nonlinear deformation of nite size domains by laser waves, a domain
whih is still poorly known. This is the purpose of the present work.
The optial deformation of liquid interfaes was rst observed by Ashkin
& Dziedzi (Ashkin and Dziedzi, 1973) using a foused laser beam to de-
form the water/air free surfae. They experimentally demonstrated that the
menisus always bends toward the medium of lower optial index whatever
the diretion of propagation of the inident wave. Later on, Zhang & Chang
(Zhang and Chang, 1988) observed the deformation of a water droplet illu-
minated by a linearly polarized pulsed laser onsidering two dierent energies
(100 mJ and 200 mJ). In these experiments, the optial absorption was as-
sumed to be small enough to disard thermal eets. At the lower energy,
Zhang & Chang observed an osillation of the drop surfae due to the prop-
agation of apillary waves, a phenomenon that was further onrmed by Lai
et al. (Lai et al., 1989) and by Brevik & Kluge (Brevik and Kluge, 1999).
In both studies, authors solved the problem numerially using a linear wave
theory whih assumes a linearization of both the ow and optial radiation
pressure. When the water droplet was illuminated with the highest available
energy (200 mJ), its front fae adopted a sort of onial shape leading even-
tually to its disruption and the generation of miro-droplets at the tip. In
order to avoid suh a large amount of laser energy and aess to stationary
shapes instead of transient ones due to a pulsed exitation, new investiga-
tions were performed more reently by Casner et al. (Casner and Delville,
2001; Casner et al., 2003; Casner and Delville, 2003) and Wunenburger et
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al. (Wunenburger et al., 2006a,b) using the interfae between two liquid
phases in oexistene lose to their ritial point. The interfaial tension
between suh phases being extremely small (∼ 10−7 N.m−1) ompared to
the water superial tension (72 mN.m−1), deformations of many orders of
magnitude larger than in previous experiment (Ashkin and Dziedzi, 1973;
Zhang and Chang, 1988) ould be easily observed using a ontinuous laser
wave. They experimentally onrmed that an interfae always bends toward
the uid of lower refrative index whatever the diretion of propagation of
the beam. At large beam powers, typially of the order of 1W , interfae de-
formations beome nonlinear. Stable nipple-like shapes were observed when
the laser wave is inident from the uid of lowest optial index while propa-
gation in the opposite diretion leads to a needle-like shape, the disruption
of the interfae and a jetting instability driven by the total reetion of
light within the deformation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, interfae disrup-
tion is still observed in suh near-ritial two-phase samples during (i) the
deformation and the subsequent draining of a thin lm (of largest refra-
tive index) whih wets the ell edges near the ritial point and (ii) the
adiabati growth of a heterogeneous liquid drop (of largest refrative index
too) during a liquid-liquid phase transition driven by a loalized omposi-
tion quenh indued by a laser (Delville et al., 1999). While very dierent
in nature, these last manifestations show analogies, at least at the level of
experimental pitures, with the deformation and disruption of harged drops
observed by Zeleny (Zeleny, 1917) and Taylor (Taylor, 1964) under strong
eletrial elds. Indeed, by inreasing the eletri eld, drops deformation
evolves from rounded to onial shapes emitting eventually a jet of miro-
droplets at the tip. A theoretial study was proposed by Taylor (Taylor,
1964) indiating that the stable stati solution for a ondutive drop sub-
mitted to both eletri and apillary ouplings is near-onial with a semi-
angle of 49.3◦. Sine then, many experimental (Oddershede and Nagel, 2000;
Reznik et al., 2004; Fernandez and Homsy, 2004; Chen et al., 2005) and the-
oretial (Wohlhuter and Basaran, 1992; Ramos and Castellanos, 1994; Saville,
1997; Fernandez-De-La-Mora, 1992) works have been performed, to analyse
stability and disruption of these onial shapes as well as on the value of the
semi-angle versus eletri properties of the liquids (see for instane Fig.2 in
Stone et al. (Stone et al., 1998) for the dieletri ase and the review of Fer-
nandez de la Mora (Fernandez-De-La-Mora, 1992) for onduting droplets).
Note nally, that deformed interfaes with onial shape an be found in the
absene of eletromagneti exitation. A rst example is the near-onial
shapes observed during the deformation of the interfae between immisible
uids by seletive withdrawal, with a straw whose tip is suspended above
the unperturbed interfae (Case and Nagel, 2007; Cohen and Nagel, 2002).
Other uid dynamis examples are drop breakup from a nozzle (Eggers, 1997)
or sink ows in the presene of an interfae (S.CourrehduPont and Eggers,
2006), thus illustrating the emergene of a sort of robust and general topolog-
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ial transition (Zhang, 2004) of uid interfae deformations under loalized
foring. Motivated by some amazing eets of the radiation pressure illus-
trated in Fig. 1 and suspeting that nite size eets may promote the
observed near-onial shapes, we propose a numerial investigation of op-
tial deformation of sessile liquid drops by ontinuous laser waves. Indeed,
beyond the simple deformation of spherial interfaes, we demonstrate in the
present work that optial strething an lead to near-onial shapes. Above
a radiation pressure threshold, drop disruption is also observed numerially,
in the absene of total reetion of light however, demonstrating a new phe-
nomenon of interfae instability. The optial analogue of oblate deformation
by an eletri eld, indued here by an optial squeezing, is investigated as
well. At large radiation pressures, the loal squeezing leads to the forma-
tion of torus-like shapes. Setion II is devoted to the physial model used
to predit the deformation of drops by the optial radiation pressure. Se-
tion III briey summarizes the numerial algorithm used here, based on the
Boundary Integral Element Method (BIEM). Results on drop deformations
for both strething and squeezing are presented and disussed in Setion IV.
2 Physial model
The droplet onguration under onsideration, together with the notations
used throughout this work, are represented in Fig. 2.
To desribe the hydrodynamis of the laser/uid interation, let us rst
onsider a Gaussian ontinuous laser wave, of beam waist ω0, and make di-
mensionless all lengths involved in the problem using ω0. This laser wave
is supposed to impinge on the interfae between a semi-spherial dieletri
visous drop (marked as uid 1) of dimensionless radius a (a = Rdω0 where Rd
is the drop radius, a = 2 in Fig. 2) and a surrounding dieletri visous uid
(marked as uid 2) of dimensionless horizontal and vertial extensions R and
H. We assume that the three-phase ontat line is motionless. Sine the in-
tensity distribution of the laser beam, entered on the drop, is supposed to
be axisymmetri as in usual situations, ylindrial oordinates (er, ez, eφ)
with their origin O loated at the enter of the drop are used throughout this
work so that any point x is loated by (r, z, φ) in this referene frame of o-
ordinates. Governing equations are written in a dimensionless form using (i)
the laser waist ω0 as the harateristi length sale, (ii) the visous relaxation
veloity u∗ = γ〈µ〉 as the referene veloity assoiated to the harateristi
timesale t∗ = <µ>ω0γ and, (iii) the referene pressure p
∗
i =
µiu∗
ω0
, i = 1, 2
to resale the pressure pi in eah phase. Here, γ is the interfaial tension
between uids 1 and 2, µi is the dynami visosity of uid i and 〈µ〉 = µ1+µ22
is the average visosity of the uids. It ould be pointed out that, depending
on the uids and/or the large beam powers under onsideration, (those given
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Figure 1: (a) Dynamis of the draining and the deformation of a thin wet-
ting lm by the optial radiation pressure of a ontinuous Ar
+
laser beam.
The initially at interfae (not shown) takes a rounded shape whih further
beomes near-onial and eventually destabilizes to give birth to a jet. The
uids are phase-separated liquids lose to a liquid-liquid ritial point (see
(Wunenburger et al., 2006a) for a detailed desription of the system). The
thin lm results from the wetting transition ourring lose to the ritial
point. Time delays from the rst image are respetively 12 s, 18 s, 22 s, 23 s
and 24 s (from top left to down right). Control parameters are P = 590 mW,
ω0 = 4.2 µm and T − TC = 5 K, where TC is the ritial temperature. The
arrow indiates the diretion of propagation of the exiting beam, not seen by
using a olored lter. (b) Dynamis of a heterogeneous drop growing adiabat-
ially after an optial quenh in omposition inside the oexistene urve of
a binary liquid mixture driven by a ontinuous Ar
+
laser (see (Delville et al.,
1999) for experimental details). The drop is heterogeneously nuleated on
the bottom ell window and grows inside the beam. During the late-stage
growth, its shape shifts gently from hemispherial to near-onial until desta-
bilization of the interfae by the radiation pressure. Time delays from the
rst image are respetively 202s, 266s and 312s (from left to right). Control
parameters are P = 880 mW, ω0 = 12.4 µm and T = 293.6 K. The observed
laser beam propagates upwards.
in Fig. 1, for instane), temperature eets may disturb or even overome
the mehanial eet of light on uid interfaes, thus making a oupled heat
and momentum transfer desription neessary. The rst expeted additional
eet is a diret laser heating due to the optial absorption of the drop
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Figure 2: (Color online)Shemati representation of a aptive drop (uid 1)
immersed in a seond liquid (uid 2) and submitted to the optial radiation
pressure of a laser beam entered on the drop axis and initially foused at
the interfae. SC1, SC2, and SI respetively denote the solid boundary with
uid 1, uid 2 and the interfae between the two uids. The initial drop is
hemispheri. The three-phase ontat line is assumeed to be pinned. Lengths
are made dimensionless using the beam waist ω0.
and/or of the surrounding uid. Fluids must indeed be transparent at the
used optial wavelength as it is generally the ase for lassial liquids in the
visible window. Typially, the optial absorption of water, used in Ashkin
& Dziedzi and Zhang & Chang experiments Ashkin and Dziedzi (1973);
Zhang and Chang (1988), is of the order of 3.10−3cm−1 in the visible region,
while that of the miellar phases used in the examples illustrated in Fig. 1 is
3.10−4cm−1. In the latter, the overheating indued by a beam power of the
order of 1 W is smaller than 0.1 K (Chraïbi et al., 2007). Diret laser heating
eets an then be disarded, even in ritial uids as far as temperature is
not too lose to the ritial one. Thus, we onsider in the following all liquid
properties (γ, µi, ρi, Ni) as onstant in the presene of laser light, ρi and
Ni being respetively the density and optial refration index of uid i. A
seond oupling is the thermoapillary eet. Sine the interfaial tension
γ is a funtion of the temperature, loal laser heating may drive interfaial
tension gradients induing stresses on the drop interfae and its subsequent
deformation (Loulergue et al., 1981). A typial value of |γ−1( ∂γ
∂T
)| for lassi-
al uids is 10−3K−1 Sammaro and Burns (1999), whih leads to negligible
thermoapillary eets onsidering the above mentioned laser overheating.
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For the ase illustrated in Fig. 1, we already found that thermoapillary in-
terfae deformation is negligible near the ritial point Chraïbi et al. (2007).
Consequently, we an safely disard temperature eets without aeting
the generality of our purpose. Finally, when getting very lose to the ritial
point, the apillary length lC =
√
γ
∆ρg
, where ∆ρ is the density ontrast
and g the aeleration due to gravity, vanishes while thermal utuations
inrease. Then, the interfae roughness lT =
√
kBT
γ
Aarts et al. (2004),
where kBT is the thermal energy, inreases too and may dominate apillary
eets. Using the ritial data given in Referene Chraïbi et al. (2007) for
deformations presented in Fig. 1, lC >> lT requires T − TC >> 3.10−2K,
a ondition whih has always been fullled in experiments. Conversely, for
lassial uids, γ lies between 10 and 100mN/m and ∆ρ is about 102 to
103kg/m3. As a onsequene, lT is orders of magnitude smaller than lC so
that thermal utuations are also negligible for this lass of uids.
In addition, we assume in this study that inertial and gravity eets
are negligible at the mirometri sale, whih implies that the Reynolds
and Bond number are small ompared to unity. Along with the ondition
lC >> lT whih is also automatially satised as indiated above, we onsider
an inompressible quasi-stati Stokes ow in eah phase.
Therefore, the hydrodynamis of eah liquid phase is desribed by the
Stokes and mass onservation equations, respetively given by:
0 = −∇qi +∇2ui , i = 1, 2, (1)
and
∇ · ui = 0 , i = 1, 2, (2)
where ui and qi are respetively the dimensionless veloity and the pseudo-
pressure in uid i. This pseudo-pressure ontains the eletrostritive ontri-
bution of light in dieletris (Landau and Lifshitz, 1960) whih was demon-
strated to have no inidene on the shape or the height of the deformed in-
terfae (Lai et al., 1989; Brevik and Kluge, 1999; Chraïbi et al., 2007). This
pseudo-pressure is dened as
qi =
1
p∗i
(
pi − ǫ0
2
E2i ρi
∂ǫi
∂ρi
)
, (3)
where ǫi = N
2
i represents the relative dieletri permittivity of uid i, ǫ0 is
the permittivity of vauum and E2i is the quadrati magnitude of the eletri
eld in uid i averaged over an optial period. Considering the lassial
expression of the divergene free hydrodynami stress tensor Ti,
Ti = −qiI+ (∇ui +t ∇ui), (4)
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we an write the boundary ondition at the interfae as follows:
2
1 + λ
(λT1 · n−T2 · n) · n = κ(r)−Π(r), (5)
where n is the unit vetor normal to the interfae direted from uid 1 to
uid 2, and λ = µ1µ2 is the visosity ratio. Eq. (5) simply expresses the
fat that the normal stress on the interfae is balaned by apillary fores
and the optial radiation pressure, respetively represented in dimensionless
forms by κ(r) and Π(r). Indeed, in the right hand side of Eq. (5), κ(r)
represents the dimensionless double mean urvature of the interfae, given
by:
κ(r) =
1
r
d
dr
(
rz′√
1 + z′2
)
, (6)
where z′ = dzdr is the loal slope of the interfae. The seond term, Π(r), is
the ontribution of the dimensionless optial radiation pressure at the drop
interfae. As the interfae deformation is experimentally found to be direted
toward the uid of smallest refrative index whatever the diretion of propa-
gation (Ashkin and Dziedzi, 1973; Casner and Delville, 2001), we onsider
the Minkowski point of view whih states that the photon momentum in a
dieletri medium varies linearly with the refrative index (Campbell et al.,
2005); for a review on the Abraham-Minkowski ontroversy see for instane
the review of Brevik (Brevik, 1979). The amplitude of Π(r) is neverthe-
less aeted by the diretion of propagation through its dependene on the
inidene and transmitted angles. In addition, Π(r) also depends on the
polarization of the laser wave. In the present work, we preserve the axial
symmetry of the laser/uid interation by assuming a irular polarization
of the laser wave. Finally, for the sake of simpliity, we assume refringene
of light at the drop interfae at any inidene angle. By doing this, we elim-
inate situations where total reetion of light may our at the interfae as
those presented in Fig. 1 for example. Therefore, the laser wave is supposed
to propagate from the optially less dense uid. Note that this hoie is not
restritive at all; by removing this assumption, we would nd the same type
of drop deformations but with an asymmetry in amplitude due to the non-
linear behavior of the transmission and reetion Fresnel oeients with
the angle of inidene (Casner et al., 2003; Chraïbi et al., 2007). Another
reason for this hoie is made lear in Se. IV.2 where a new type of laser-
indued interfae instability is advaned, the one demonstrated previously
being triggered by total reetion of light.
On the one hand, to streth a drop by light, and thus deform the interfae
outward (Se. IV.1), the wave propagates downward. In this ase, one has
N1 > N2, and the dimensionless expression of the optial radiation pressure
is Π(r) = Πdn(r)ω0γ where Π
dn(r) is given by:
Πdn(r) =
I(r)
c
cos θi(2N2 cos θi − ψdn(N2 cos θi +N1 cos θt)). (7)
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On the other hand, to squeeze a drop and thus deform the interfae inward
(Se. IV.3) we hoose N1 < N2 and onsider a beam propagating upward.
In this ase the expression of the resaled optial radiation pressure beomes
Π(r) = Πup(r)ω0γ where Π
up(r) is given by:
Πup(r) = −I(r)
c
cos θi(2N1 cos θi − ψup(N1 cos θi +N2 cos θt)). (8)
In Eqs (7-8), we have respetively denoted by θi and θt the inidene and
transmission angles; c is the light elerity in vauum. One has θi = arctan(z
′)
while θt depends on the diretion of propagation. One has θt = arcsin(η sin θi)
or θt = arcsin(
1
η sinθi) respetively for upward and downward propagations,
where η = N1/N2 is the refrative index ratio. Moreover, I(r) represents the
intensity of the Gaussian laser beam. By negleting the weak z-dependene
of the beam radius, its expression is given by:
I(r, z) ≈ I(r) = 2P
πω2
0
e−2r
2
, (9)
where P is the beam power. In addition, Ψup and Ψdown are the Fresnel
transmission oeients of energy uxes. These oeients are obtained
from the ratio of the transmitted to inident normal omponents of Poynt-
ing's vetors and are expressed as
Ψup = Ψdown =
2N1N2 cos θi cos θt
(N1 cos θi +N2 cos θt)2
+
2N1N2 cos θi cos θt
(N2 cos θi +N1 cos θt)2
(10)
for a irulary polarized beam. In order to quantify eets of the laser wave
on the interfae deformation, it is onvenient to dene the eletromagneti
to Laplae pressure ratio. This ratio ξ, taken at r = 0 (θi = θt = 0), is
dened as:
ξ = |Π(r = 0)| = 4P
πcω0γ
Ni |N2 −N1|
(N2 +N1)
, i = 1, 2, (11)
where Ni refers to the optial index of the inidene uid. When no slip is
assumed at the interfae, along with the fat that uids are immisible, it
follows that the veloity u, of the interfae SI is equal to that of eah uid
partile on SI , i.e.:
u(x) = u1(x) = u2(x) x ∈ SI (12)
Moreover, the movement of the interfae is desribed using a Lagrangian
approah. It onsists in following eah uid partile of the interfae in its
Lagrangian motion aording to the kinemati ondition:
dx
dt
= u(x) x ∈ SI . (13)
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This ondition indiates that the interfae is adveted along with the ow
until the equilibrium is reahed for whih normal veloities along the interfae
are zero, i.e. u(x).n = 0, x ∈ SI . Finally, we assume a lassial no-slip
boundary ondition on all the solid boundaries of the domain
ui(x) = 0 x ∈ SCi, i = 1, 2. (14)
The above system of equations is solved using a Boundary Integral Element
Method (BIEM). Due to the axial symmetry of the laser/drop interation,
it onsists in an axisymmetri integral formulation making use of the fun-
damental solution of Stokes equations. The solution is sought with a on-
stant boundary elements disretization tehnique aording to the numerial
sheme desribed below.
3 Numerial algorithm
A brief desription of the numerial algorithm is presented in this setion.
For more extensive details on the BIEM applied to a two-phase axisymmetri
ow, the reader may refer to the review by Tanzosh et al. on the solution
of free surfae ow problems using this tehnique (Tanzosh et al., 1992).
The BIEM reveals to be an exellent tool to solve interfaial ow problems
with high resolution as reported in the analysis of ow involving eletri
and magneti elds (Sherwood, 1987) or buoyany (Manga and Stone, 1994)
(Koh and Koh, 1994).
Beause solutions to Stokes equation an be formulated in terms of Green's
funtions, we an rewrite the governing equations as a system of integral
equations over the boundaries of the omputational domain. When doing
so, the boundary integral form of the Stokes equation for uid i (i = 1, 2)
an be written as follows (Pozrikidis, 1992)
1
2
ui(x) =
∫
SI+SCi
U · (Ti·ni)dSy −
∫
SI
ni·K · uidSy, (15)
ni being the unit normal vetor direted toward the outside of uid domain i.
In this last expression, U and K are seond and third order tensors forming
the Green's kernel for veloity and stress assoiated to the Stokes equation.
These two tensors are respetively given by (Pozrikidis, 1992):
U(d) =
1
8π
(
1
d
I+
dd
d3
), (16)
K(d) = − 3
4π
(
ddd
d5
). (17)
In these two relationships, d = x− y, y(ry , zy) is the integration point. One
boundary onditions on SI , SC1 and SC2 are used, the two-phase Stokes
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problem an be written in the following ompat form:
u(x) =
∫
SI
U · n(κ(ry)−Π(ry))dSy+
2
1 + λ
[(1 − λ)
∫
SI
n.K.udSy + λ
∫
SC1
U · (T1 · n)dSy −∫
SC2
U · (T2 · n)dSy]. (18)
Here, SI , SC1 and SC2 must be understood as axisymmetri surfaes instead
of their trae in the plane of Fig. 2. In Eq. (18), the rst term on the right
hand side desribes the ow ontribution from surfae tension and radiation
pressure, whereas the seond term aounts for the shear rate ontrast at the
interfae. As expeted, this seond term vanishes when there is no visosity
ontrast between the two phases (λ = 1). The third and fourth terms aount
for the shear ourring on SC1 and SC2 as a result of the no-slip boundary
ondition.
The solution of the problem onsists in the omputation of the veloity, u, on
the interfae as well as the stress over all the boundaries SI ,SC1 and SC2. This
is performed one Eq. (18) has been disretized using boundary elements.
Here, we use onstant boundary elements for whih pressure, veloity, and
hene stress, take onstant values on eah element, equal to that at the
entral node. The overall numerial proedure an be summarized as follows.
(1) All boundaries SI , SC1 and SC2 are disretized with line segments of total
number N . The uid-uid interfae SI is parameterized in terms of an ar
length, s, so that the double mean urvature an be aurately omputed
using the following expression:
κ(r) =
∣∣∣∣dtds
∣∣∣∣+ z′(r)r(1 + z(r)′2)1/2 , (19)
where t is the tangential vetor to SI . The number of mesh points on SI
is 70 for a typial omputation. Eah horizontal and vertial solid bound-
aries are meshed using approximately 50 uniformly distributed points. An
inrease in the mesh resolution for the interfae and solid boundaries did
not show any signiant hange in the results. (2) At eah time step, the
azimuthal integration of the integrals arising one Eq. (18) is disretized
with N onstant boundary elements is performed analytially (Lee and Leal,
1982), (Graziani, 1989) reduing Eq. (18) to line integrations whih are -
nally performed using Gauss quadratures (Davis and Rabinowitz, 1984). El-
lipti integrals resulting from the azimuthal integration are evaluated using
power series expansions (Bakr, 1985). (3) One all integrals are alulated,
the linear system Aw = b is formed where w is the vetor of the unknown
boundary values of veloities on SI and normal stress and shear on SI , SC1
and SC2. The matrix A results from boundary integrals omputed with the
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proedure detailed above. The vetor b is obtained from the produt of
boundary integrals and the known part of the normal stress jump on SI as
it appears in the rst term in the right hand side of Eq. (18). This linear
system is solved at eah time step using a diret method based on a LU
deomposition. This step provides u(x) on SI . (4) Finally, the motion of the
interfae is aptured using the kinemati ondition (Eq. 13) and an expliit
rst-order Euler time sheme the disrete form of whih an be written as
follows:
r(t+∆t) = r(t) + ur(t)∆t, (20)
z(t+∆t) = z(t) + uz(t)∆t, (21)
where ∆t is the time step. This time step is typially hosen to be about
20 times smaller than t∗. One the interfae has been moved (strethed or
squeezed), the mesh is reonstruted using a smoothing proedure with loal
ubi splines. Starting from an initial semiirular interfae at rest, the laser
beam is swithed on at t = 0 and the interfae starts to deform towards
the uid of smallest refrative index. The overall algorithm is repeated until
nal equilibrium is reahed and this is ahieved when
u(x).n < ǫ x ∈ SI , (22)
where ǫ << 1 is a user xed parameter.
4 Results
In this setion, we rst present results on drop strething by the optial
radiation pressure. An outward deformation of the liquid drop is obtained
when its optial index of refration is larger than that of the surrounding uid
(i.e. N1 > N2), resulting in the formation of near-onial shapes at dierent
dimensionless initial drop radii a and refrative index ratios, harateristi
of most dieletri uids. An instability arising from the destabilization of
the drop above a threshold value of ξ is also demonstrated. Results on drop
squeezing orresponding to N1 < N2 are presented in a seond part. In this
ase, drop deformation beomes onave and may reah a torus-like shape.
4.1 Drop strething by the optial radiation pressure
Simulations of outward deformations were performed with λ = µ1µ2 = 2 and
η = N1N2 = 1.1. This value of the index ratio, orresponding for example to
a toluene droplet immersed in water, was hosen as a representative ouple
for the water/oil interfae. The generality of the investigation is nonetheless
totally preserved beause λ has no inuene on the stationary shape of de-
formed drop (see the left Inset of Fig. 3) and no bifuration has been observed
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in our study. Variations in η just lead to qualitative dierenes in optial
radiation pressure eets, as illustrated in the near-onial shape study (see
Se. IV.2). Stationary shapes of an optially strethed liquid drop of dimen-
sionless radius a = 0.5 are illustrated in Fig. 3 for dierent optial to Laplae
pressure ratios ξ. In Fig. 3, one learly see that the shape of the drop pro-
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Figure 3: (Color online)Optial strething of a drop of dimensionless radius
a = Rdω0 = 0.5 (Rd is the drop radius, ω0 the beam waist). The number
assoiated to eah outward deformation refers to the pressure ratio ξ. The
initial spherial shape is represented by the dashed line. The arrow indiates
the diretion of propagation of the laser beam. Left Inset: steady shapes
at ξ = 50 for two visosity ratios showing no eet of λ on the steady-state
solution. Right Inset: variation of the optial radiation pressure resaled by
its value at normal inidene, versus the inidene angle for
N1
N2
= 1.1.
gressively varies from rounded (ξ=10, 20, 40) to near-onial (ξ=500). These
stationary shapes result from the ompetition between apillary fores and
optial radiation eets. Inreasing ξ inreases the height of the deformation
and thus indues in turn an inrease of the urvature of the interfae. This
eet is maximized at the tip of the deformation due to the Gaussian prole
of the light intensity and the normal inidene at the interfae at r = 0, as
illustrated in the right inset of Fig. 3 . Therefore, an important inrease in
ξ eventually leads to pointed drop shapes, assuming the xed ontat line
hypothesis and the niteness of the drop volume. Although the stress on the
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interfae is here of optial origin rather than eletrially or magnetially in-
dued, the deformation of drops by the optial radiation pressure shows strik-
ing similarities with those observed in eletro- and magneto-hydrodynamis
(Wohlhuter and Basaran, 1992; Ramos and Castellanos, 1994; Stone et al.,
1998; Sherwood, 1987). There are nevertheless two major dierenes. First,
the relative extension of the exiting eld versus the drop size, onsidered
as innite in the ase of eletri or magneti elds, is intrinsially nite due
to the Gaussian shape of the laser intensity in the urrent analysis. More-
over, the assoiated radiation pressure nonlinearly dereases with the ini-
dent angle through the Fresnel transmission oeient, drastially reduing
the mehanial eet of the beam at the edge of the deformation when its
aspet ratio inreases signiantly (see the right Inset of Fig. 3). Seond, the
pointed shape observed on the axis does not originate from a loal inrease
of the eletri eld at the tip as in the eletrostati ase beause at a given
ξ, the optial radiation pressure at the tip, where the inidene angle is lose
to zero, remains regular.
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Figure 4: (Color online)Optial strething of a drop of dimensionless radius
a = 1 (left) and a = 2 (right). The number assoiated to eah outward
deformation refers to the pressure ratio ξ. The initial spherial shape is rep-
resented by the dashed line. The arrow indiates the diretion of propagation
of the laser beam.
Fig. 4 shows the outward deformation of a drop with dimensionless
radius a = 1 and a = 2. Qualitatively, droplet deformations are very similar
to those of Fig. 3. Inreasing the dimensionless radius of the drop leads to a
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derease of the ξ value required to ahieve a given dimensionless deformation
height. In other words, a larger drops will have a higher aspet ratio h/a
than a smaller one for the same ξ, h being the equilibrium height dened
as h = z(r = 0, t → ∞). The ξ variation of the drop aspet ratio h/a, is
illustrated in Fig. 5 for dierent drop radii a. The fat that the h/a(ξ) urves
depend on a an be explained by the distribution of radiation pressure on
the drop, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5. When a≪ 1, the eletromagneti
intensity applied to the drop is almost uniform. The radiation pressure
mainly depends on the inidene angle whih vary for an initial spherial
drop from 0◦ at the tip to 90◦ at the ontat line. So, it is nearly uniform
exept near the ontat line where it dereases down to zero, as shown in
the inset of Fig. 5. The assoiated eletromagneti normal stress is almost
uniform all along the drop surfae. Conversely, when a ≫ 1, the radiation
pressure mainly depends on the gaussian intensity of the laser beam, as
the inidene angles near the tip remain lose to zero. The eletromagneti
normal stress is loalized on the top of the drop. Consequently, the drop is
more deformed for a≫ 1 than for a≪ 1.
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Figure 5: (Color online)Variation of the redued drop strething h/a versus
the pressure ratio ξ for dierent dimensionless drop radii a. The inset shows
the variation of the optial radiation pressure resaled by its value at normal
inidene versus r/a.
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4.2 Optial one formation and interfae instability
As illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, drop deformations with near-onial shape
seem to emerge when inreasing the pressure ratio ξ whatever the beam
radius. It ould be objeted that suh a generi shape requires an optial
radiation pressure behaving as 1/r to balane the Laplae pressure, while
the optial oupling shows a dependene in both exp(−r2) and a nonlin-
ear funtion of the inident angle. However, as experimentally illustrated
in Fig. 1 and in the following, under ertain onditions, onial shapes
an approximate the true deformation prole with a high degree of au-
ray. The existene of suh type of deformation is still surprising if we
take into aount preditions for dieletri drops subjeted to eletri elds
(Wohlhuter and Basaran, 1992; Ramos and Castellanos, 1994; Stone et al.,
1998; Sherwood, 1987) whih indiate that onial shapes annot exist for
dieletri onstant ratio smaller than 20. Here, the situation is nevertheless
dierent sine the beam prole is inhomogeneous and the deformation ef-
ieny depends on the beam extension. To quantitatively investigate the
emergene and the existene of one-like shapes, we implemented the follow-
ing proedure. For a one, the semi-angle is dened as 90−arctan(|z′|) (in ◦),
where z′ is the slope of the generating line. Considering a drop of dimension-
less radius a, we plot 90− arctan(|z′|) for inreasing ξ. A one-tip signature
appears through the emergene of a plateau, orresponding to a onstant
loal slope z′ along the interfae, whih denes its semi-angle. As illustrated
in Fig. 6 for a = 0.5 and a = 2, i.e. for beam waist respetively larger and
smaller than the droplet radius, a plateau emerges at a threshold ξP ≃ 50
(a = 0.5) and ξP ≃ 8 (a = 2) for N1/N2 = 1.1. Its wideness inreases
for ξ > ξP while the orresponding semi-angle remains almost onstant.
This saturation of the semi-angle at large ξ, observed at any investigated
dimensionless drop radius, demonstrates the robustness of the near-onial
deformation. Results in Fig. 6 also suggest that the value of the semi-angle
varies with the dimensionless drop size a. In Fig. 7, we present stationary
deformations of liquid drops of dierent dimensionless radii when ξ > ξP . A
near-onial shape is systematially observed. These results also illustrate,
in a dierent representation, the variation of the vertial semi-angle of the
one versus the radius of the drop. To be more quantitative, Fig. 8 shows
that the semi-angle (i) remains nite at large values of ξ whatever the value
of a and (ii) exhibits two dierent asymptoti values at large and at small a,
the larger one, at small a, logially orresponding to the steep variation of
the mean slope of the deformation h/a(ξ) shown in Fig. 5, and the smaller
one at large a to the smooth variation of h/a(ξ). For small a, the asymptoti
value is roughly 26◦ while it is lose to 5◦ at large values of a.
The niteness of the asymptoti value of the one semi-angle at large ξ
is the most striking behavior of this lass of laser indued interfae deforma-
tions. The fat that the optial radiation pressure pulls the one tip with a
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Figure 6: (Color online)Variation of the angle between the drop axis and the
tangent at the interfae of a deformed drop versus ξ for N1/N2 = 1.1 and
for both a = 0.5 and a = 2 (Inset).
diverging strength when ξ −→∞ would make one indeed think that the one
slope also diverges. This behavior has a onsequene on the one stability. In
fat, above a seond threshold value ξI of ξ, the drop deformation beomes
unstable leading to an interfae breakup, as illustrated and disussed below.
In the a ≪ 1 limit, the experimental onditions used to deform the
drop are similar to those used with eletri elds in apaitors sine the
radial extension of the exiting laser wave is signiantly larger than the
drop size. Moreover, the asymptoti value of the semi-angle 26◦ is lose to
the minimum one, 30◦, found for dieletris in eletri elds. This result is
surprising sine the dieletri onstant ratio required to reah this minimum
angle is (N1/N2)
2 = 1.21 while in the eletrostati ase it orresponds to
17.6. In addition, the asymptoti value of the semi-angle in the ase of optial
exitation at small a was found to remain equal to 26◦ for (N1/N2)
2 = 17.6,
an unrealisti optial situation for dieletri liquids. This mismath between
eletrial and optial exitation is likely due to the fat that the mehanisms
involved in the formation of near-onial shapes are dierent. However, even
if we do not have yet any quantitative explanation, these observations, at
least at the level of experimental observations, suggest the existene of a
possible ommon phenomenology of the deformation of dieletri drops by
eletri and optial exitation. To give another insight on this appealing
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Figure 7: (Color online)Stationary tip shapes at N1/N2 = 1.1 for dierent
dimensionless radii at ξ values above the semi-angle threshold emergene ξP .
omparison, we analyzed the index ontrast variation of the semi-angle for
dierent dimensionless drop radii (Inset of Fig. 8). The refrative index ratio
was varied from 1.05 to 2, this last alue orresponding to an upper limit for
the free surfae of dieletri liquids (the largest index of refration we know is
that of diiodomethane CH2I2, N = 1.7425 at 20
◦C). Given a dimensionless
radius a, the measured angle weakly inreases with N1/N2 when a = 1, while
it is almost onstant for a << 1. This last behavior an be explained by the
two following fats: (i) the laser inidene experienes all angles between 0◦
and 90◦ when the beam waist is larger than the drop radius and (ii) the light
intensity is almost uniform over the drop when a << 1.
All the near-onial shapes presented above were obtained before the
previously mentioned instability threshold. They were thus stable. Given
a dimensionless drop radius a, when the pressure ratio ξ reahes what we
alled the seond threshold value ξI (the rst one, ξP , was attahed to the
emergene of a near-onial shape), a destabilization of the deformation is
observed, leading to a disruption of the interfae at the tip, as illustrated
in Fig. 8. A renement in mesh and time steps did not show any hange
on this behavior. Even if the optial radiation pressure is known to be able
to destabilize a uid interfae and form a liquid jet (Casner et al., 2003;
Wunenburger et al., 2006b), this numerial result is quite dierent beause
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Figure 8: (Color online)Semi-logarithmi variation of the semi-angle of near-
onial stationary shapes versus the dimensionless drop radius a (η = 1.1).
Inset: variations of the semi-angle versus the refrative index ratio over the
range of investigated dimensionless drop radii.
jetting was previously indued by total reetion of light within the defor-
mation when the laser beam propagates from the uid having the largest
refrative index towards that of lowest refrative index, as it is the ase
in Fig. 1. To prevent this eet, here the opposite situation was hosen.
The beam propagates from the uid having the lowest refrative index to-
wards that of largest refrative index, a situation where nipple-like inter-
fae deformations are generated at large beam powers for uids of innite
extensions (Casner and Delville, 2003) and for whih further inrease of the
power keeps the nipple like shape stable. The main dierene with the
present investigation is that now, the volume of one of the two uids, the
drop, beomes signiantly small ompared to the other one. Inreasing ξ
still inreases the height of the deformation, but the drop turns to adopt a
near-onial steady shape, the semi-angle being surprisingly preserved along
a wide plateau whih extension inreases towards smaller values of r while
inreasing ξ (see Fig. 6). This omplex balane between the Laplae pres-
sure and the laser inidene dependent radiation pressure is preserved up
to ξI , as illustrated in Fig. 9. The saturation of the semi-angle at large ξ
observed numerially implies that the radiation pressure applying along the
one slope linearly inreases with ξ whereas the one shape does not evolve
anymore: this qualitatively explains why a destabilization of the strongly
deformed drop ours beyond the threshold value ξI , as illustrated in Fig. 9.
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The quantitative investigation of this drop disruption under a very high op-
tial radiation pressure regime and the subsequent disruption, whih learly
deserve a devoted study, will be presented in future development.
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Figure 9: Dynamis of the disruption of the near-onial shape of a drop of
dimensionless radius a = 0.5 at dierent times (the redued time step is 0.02).
The lowest prole is the stable stationary shape obtained for ξ = 500. At
ξ = 700, the destabilization of the deformed drop ours. The orresponding
proles (from down to top) have been translated for larity. The arrow
indiates the diretion of propagation of the laser beam.
4.3 Drop squeezing by the optial radiation pressure
In this setion, we investigate the deformation of a liquid drop of refrative
index lower than that of the surrounding liquid. We preserved λ = µ1µ2 = 2 for
alulations and reverse the refrative index ontrast by taking η = N1N2 = 0.9
in order to fore a drop squeezing instead of strething. Moreover, we re-
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strited our investigation to the ase a ≥ 1 in order to avoid any signiant
eet of multiple reetion inside the droplet. As before, the generality of
the purpose is preserved beause the value of λ has no inuene on the
stationary shape of deformed drops and variations in η just modify quanti-
tatively the optial radiation pressure eets. Fig. 10 shows the resulting
variations of the stationary shape of a liquid drop of dimensionless radius
a = 1 and a = 3 at various pressure ratio ξ. The spherial shape attens at
low values of ξ. For larger beam power, the urvature reverts and the shape
beomes onave. At large ξ, the onavity reahes the solid boundary and
attens more and more in its entral region. As in the strething ase, the
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Figure 10: (Color online)Optial squeezing of drops of dimensionless radius
a = 1 and a = 3. The number assoiated to eah inward deformation refers
to the pressure ratio ξ. The initial spherial shape is represented with a
dashed line. The arrow indiates the diretion of propagation of the laser
beam.
main dierene between the deformations obtained at dierent dimensionless
drop radii is that the amplitude of the deformation at a given ξ dereases
with the drop radius and reahes some asymptoti behavior. In Fig. 11 we
have represented the evolution of the redued height of the drop h/a as a
funtion of the pressure ratio ξ for drop radii 1 ≤ a ≤ 3. For a ≥ 2, the
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Figure 11: (Color online)Variation of the redued drop squeezing h/a versus
the pressure ratio ξ for dierent dimensionless drop radii a.
evolution of the redued height shows little hange while inreasing a. A
behavior similar to that was already observed for drop strething. These
observations an as well be explained by the derease of the inidene angle
range of the illuminated area of the drop while inreasing its radius. For
a = 1, larger radiation pressure is required to obtain the same amplitude of
the interfae deformation. The former argument proposed for drop streth-
ing an be used again to explain the observed inrease in ξ required to reah
equilibrium: when a >> 1, the loal illumination of the drop leads to larger
deformations ompared to the ase where the eld is more uniform (a = 1).
While optial strething leads to near-onial shapes at large ξ, the squeez-
ing of a drop should give birth to the formation of a stable optial torus.
Indeed, by assuming a xed ontat line on the substrate, we impliitly pre-
vent drop spreading, thus promoting the formation of an annular rim. The
lm thinning at the enter should as well indue loal dewetting when the
deformation reahes the substrate, as in the eletri ase (Yeo et al., 2007).
Here, we assume that moleular fores are muh larger than any external
foring at a nanometri sale and, speulate that Van der Waals fores will
dominate the nal stage of the deformation (Seemann et al., 2001), a result
whih ould be retrieved by inluding the disjoining pressure into the Stokes
equations or boundary onditions at the interfae (Yeo et al., 2007). Conse-
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quently, even if the formation of stable torus from radiation pressure eets
is still speulative and deserves an experimental demonstration, the present
investigation shows that lasers allow for drop squeezing with morphologies
whih were, to the best of our knowledge, never even suggested while using
eletri elds.
5 Conlusions
Although many appealing appliations of optially indued drop deforma-
tions an be advaned, among them, the optial strether tool whih was
developed by Guk et al. (Guk et al., 2001) to deform red blood ells and
disriminate between sane and anerous ells (Linoln et al., 2004) or the
ontatless visoelasti miro-haraterization of uids (Sakai et al., 2001),
very few theoretial or numerial studies were performed in this eld, espe-
ially in the nonlinear regime of deformation whih is strongly inuened by
nite-volume eets. The objetive of this paper was thus to provide new
elements for understanding suh type of drop deformation and go even fur-
ther in order to illustrate the speiities of drop deformation by the optial
radiation pressure. Both deformation ases, the prolate one when the drop
is strethed and the oblate one when it is squeezed, were studied at steady
state as a funtion of the amplitude of the optial radiation pressure, normal-
ized by the Laplae pressure, and for varying drop radii. We found that the
elongation of strethed drops signiantly varies with the beam waist and
an adopt a near-onial shape at large optial radiation pressures, as sug-
gested by the experimental illustrations of Fig. 1. Contrary to the lassial
eletrodynamis ase, where a minimal dieletri onstant ratio is required
to reah one shapes (Stone et al., 1998), these shapes are observable at any
optial refrative index ratio. The semi-angle was found to be a dereas-
ing funtion of the drop radius, showing two asymptoti values. When the
drop is muh smaller than the beam, the semi-angle is lose to that obtained
for eletrially deformed dieletri drops. Above a threshold in radiation to
Laplae pressure ratio, a disruption of the drop is observed. This behavior is
appealing beause even if a similar phenomenon was already observed exper-
imentally by Zhang & Chang (Zhang and Chang, 1988) on drops, Casner et
al. (Casner et al., 2003) on extended two-phase uids and presented in Fig.
1 for wetting lms and growing drops, the experimental onditions were to-
tally dierent in the sense that instability was triggered by the total reetion
of light within the deformation. Here, the beam inidene has been hosen
to preisely avoid this mehanism, showing that an optially strethed drop
an still beome unstable above a radiation pressure threshold due to nite
volume eets. We also investigated drop squeezing versus the amplitude of
the radiation to Laplae pressure ratio, and for various drop radii. At large
radiation pressure, the drop shape shifts from oblate to onave. As in the
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strething ase, the squeezing signiantly varies with the beam waist. With
a further inrease of the radiation pressure, the onavity reahes the solid
boundary giving birth to a stable torus-like shape. Finally, by extending
the developments on nite volume eletrohydrodynamis to the optial do-
main, our approah raised numerous questions on analogies and dierenes
in drop deformations ontrol by eletromagneti elds in general. Not all of
these questions reeived denite answers. The optial jetting, for instane,
ould open new horizons in mirodroplet dispensing. Consequently, even if
the formation of stable ones and torus from radiation pressure eets de-
serve experimental investigation, the present numerial study illustrates the
opportunities oered by laser waves to atively manipulate droplets at the
mirometer sale and reah dynami and stable intriguing nonlinear drop
morphologies.
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